Street Tree Removals & Replanting in Culver City

Trees can be removed for several reasons

**Safety Concerns**
Public safety is paramount to the City. Diseased and dying trees are removed to prevent this hazard and to protect the safety of pedestrians and drivers.

**Sidewalk Repairs**
Sidewalk repairs can destabilize trees roots. Sometimes trees are removed to repair damaged sidewalks and to return them to federal accessibility standards.

**Private Construction Projects**
New development can require the removal of trees to accommodate the project. For every tree removed, two are planted in its place.

**Removal Requests**
Property owners can request a tree removal from their parkway. Application, fee, and justification must be submitted for careful review by Public Works Director.

**New Tree Replanting**
New trees are planted 2-3 times a year. Refer to the Urban Forest Master Plan to read about recommended species.

For more information, call the Maintenance Operations Division at 310-253-6420